
Fall Competition 2021

GRAND
TOTAL

Cat. Title Name /30 AWARD Comments

Curves & Lines

1 Alien Greetings Barbara Rackel 16.8  
interesting use of lights to make the curves, could have filled the frame, "shaking hands" was an interesting idea, bright spot is distracting, white seems 
a bit overexposed in some areas

2 Crash And Fury Bruce Guenter 17.5  
overexposed highlights, nothing is sharp, does not look natural, good composition, seems to be an abstract interpretation of the category, try to 
maximize the S-curve, appears to have scratches that need repair, needs a bit of edge control

3 Pretty Petals Chandra Archdekin 17.7  
good composition, lacks sharpness in the centre of the image, colours look a little off and washed out, front-most pedal is too out of focus, background 
is a bit too bright

4 Hose On Hose Emily Schindel 18.2  
colours and sharpness looks good, avoid cutting off the top of the hose - looks like it was done by accident, a different angle might help to reduce the 
bushes in front

5
It Don't Matter If The Fish Don't 
Bite!

Donna Tiffin 18.5  
harsh lighting conditions [dog in shadow], needs more space at the end of the fishing rod, not enough curves and lines for this category, too much sky, 
boat cover is cutting off his head

6 This Way Or The Other Helen Brown 19.0  good depth of field but missed the foreground focal point, slightly overexposed, good vantage point

7 River Ice Ron Cooley 19.2  
cut the image in half and just go with the top - no visual interest in the bottom part [other judge disagrees], perhaps crop below the foreground circle, too 
much contrast, nice abstract

8 Camp Seeonee Doris Santha 19.3  good B&W conversion, good lead-in lines, not the strongest composition, try straightening the gate's vertical lines, perhaps try a lower perspective

9 Untitled Robbie J Roy 19.7  
interesting perspective, good exposure with nice colours, would make a good B&W, good subject matter, background is too much in focus, crop to have 
less background

10 Fenced In Or Is That Out Maurice Vold 19.8  great leading line, good control on the depth of field, 2nd post in needs to be more in focus, good idea in general, dust spots in the sky

11 Crumbling Majesty June McDonald 20.2  
tones and textures look good, lots happening in the image, good street photography image as well, side edge framing does not help the image, not an 
image of the theme

12 Lobster Season Is Over Ian Sutherland 20.2  
good exposure, perhaps focus in more on the lines and shapes, nice to see the ropes mirroring the curves of the traps, lighting is flat, perhaps shoot 
them more straight on

13 At Peace Barry Singer 21.5  
good lighting in the plants, perhaps stronger in a portrait orientation, lily pads on right side are a distraction, try a polarizer to darken the water, good 
overall mood comes from the lighting

14 Canyon Wall Kathy Meeres 21.5  
interesting colours and patterns and diagonal, add some contrast, top half is not sharp, needs directional light to enhance the lines, a different type of 
image for the category - good choice

15 Crashing Curves Richard Kerbes 21.5  nice detail in the crest of the water, muddy shoreline in the bottom left should not be there, good job in seeing this image for the category, well exposed

16 Sands Of Time Dwight Dirk 21.7  beautiful image, nice complimentary colours, top of dunes need to be sharper, perhaps too much sky

17 Focal Point Dave Gudjonson 21.8  
nice repeating patterns, consider making it B&W with higher contrast, has an industrial feel, some surfaces are a bit bright, try and include the entirety of 
the top cage

18 Watering The Land Mary Lou Fletcher 21.8  
no texture in the sky, shadows are a bit dark, try to eliminate as much of the bald sky, B&W was a good choice, nice to see the entire rig, fits the theme 
well, nice repeating patterns

19 Bob Holtsman Bob Holtsman 22.2 HM nice industrial type image, good use of shallow depth of field, highlights are a bit bright, good perspective, seems a bit on the busy side

Digital Results



20 Lines And Curves Rhea Preete 22.2 HM
composition is static - try a different perspective [lower?], exposure handled well, nice juxtaposition between S-curve of road and vertical trees, good 
candidate for B&W

21
Nothing Has Curves And Lines Like 
An Old Chevy

Michele Kralkay 22.2 HM
good exposure, try shooting from multiple angles, good depth of field, good rusty find, bright red line along the roof is a bit distracting, lots of chromatic 
aberration

22 Zero Tillage Gordon Sukut 22.2 HM good panoramic format, colours are nice, too much sky, nice tire tracks making diagonal lines, nice to see the rolling field

23 Reaching New Heights Ken Greenhorn 22.5 HM
good symmetry and straight verticals, crop in at the sides a wee bit so you don't see through the arches, lighting is flat and boring - try bumping up clarity 
or contrast

24
The World Through Coloured 
Glasses

Cathleen Mewis 22.8 HM
too many blown out highlights, lots of interesting lines and curves, nice to see a variety of glass shapes to create different patterns, glass needs to be 
cleaner, move glasses away from background and light the background instead to remove the specular highlights, use black plexi for the table surface 
to reduce multiple reflections

25 Ancient Arches Rob Arthur 23.7 HM
fits category quite well, nice lead in lines add depth, bring down the highlights a bit, strong image with good texture, crop the bottom bit  to remove that 
small bit of highlight, good candidate for B&W

26 Reflections At Dusk Cathy Baerg 23.8 HM
good interpretation of the theme, perhaps a different time of day to capture a better reflection in the glass, the light posts should be vertical, right post 
should be all included or removed, clone out the stickers on the glass, nice to see the rise of land in the reflection meet the land in the background

27 Wet Lines Larry Nagy 24.8 HM nice subtle colour palette, interesting perspective, image is a bit hazy

28 Where Did All The Water Go Joyce Shewchuk 24.8 HM
strong image, great contrast in the sand, sharp edge to edge, some blown out highlights in the sky, perhaps less sky to focus more on the beautiful dune 
patterns

29 Preparing To Soar Rae McLeod 25.7 HM
great composition, nice that the centre if off-centre, exposure handled quite well, nice that the lines don't converge at the edge of the frame [expect for 
one]

30 Taking In The Sun Jane Hiebert 26.3 HM
well done and nice take on the theme, starburst adds to the mood, crop some of the left side in and top a bit, nice and sharp with good exposure, main 
subject is nicely isolated with the soft background, nice muted tones

31 Train Through Paradise Cheryl Lalonde 27.3 PM
nice S-curve of the train and river, exposure seems nice, interesting sky, really well done, distraction in the bottom right corner, white spot in trees just 
right of the train and left of the end of the train



31 Open Entries:

32 Near The End norman buker 15.2  snow is textureless, not a sharp image, some flowers are cut off at the edges, focus more in on the details

33 Orange Poppy Barbara Rackel 15.3  
challenging arrangement, poppy is not sharp and is noisy, increase the depth of field, look for a softer light source, move subject away from background 
to soften it [it's too busy]

34 Hummingbird At Rest Rhea Preete 16.7  interesting composition, digital noise impacts the sharpness, neat find, image is a little on the dark side, bird is not sharp enough, nice curved branch

35 Last Glass Of Red On The Deck Penny Dyck 16.8  glass is not sharp, centre placement works, background is too busy with too many highlights

36 Reflect Donna Tiffin 17.2  image is crooked, dog is disconnected from the whole image, nice calm feel, intent of image is not clear, good exposure

37 I Got It Richard Kerbes 17.5  
good capture, gull and fish is not sharp, image is a little under-exposed, lighting is flat, water drop ripples are a nice touch, needs more space on the left 
side

38 Budding Out Helen Brown 18.3  
nice back lighting on the leaves, background highlighted branches are distracting, try not to have stems coming out of corners, perhaps increase 
exposure

39 Whitkow Milky Way Cheryl Lalonde 18.7  
good idea and nice location, stars should be sharper, damaged pixels in the centre of the image, artificial light behind the elevator is nice, centre of the 
milky way is overdone a bit

40 I Have My Eye On You Ian Sutherland 19.0  nice job filling the frame, bird's head is not as sharp as the body, good exposure, needs a little more room on the right and top

41 I'm Still Standing Larry Nagy 19.0  
nice colours, story was not strong, large dust spot in sky, well exposed, would  like to see more separation between shack and background, subject 
placement is good, try a different angle of view

42 Poppy Doris Santha 19.8  good complimentary colours, saturated orange leaves in the bottom left pull your eyes away, bright thing in bottom right is distracting

43 Storm June McDonald 20.2  storm occupies too small a portion of the image - and it is behind the tower, lots of noise in the image, great light on the mountains but snow is blown out

44 Tall Trees Dave Gudjonson 20.2  upward angle highlights the height of the trees, added fog in post does not help the image, nice to see the trees not pointing to the centre of the frame

45 An Eye For An Eye Cathleen Mewis 20.7  really nice pose, subdued lighting adds to the overall feel, background bleeds onto the animal [it shouldn't be like that]

46 At Rest Emily Schindel 20.8  ell exposed shot, wheel well placed in the image, lighting accentuates the textures, try getting in closer or backing up to capture more of the implement

47 Fall Stairs Maurice Vold 20.8  nice colour on the leaves but they are not sharp enough, top and bottom steps are too out of focus - crop them out

48 Last Light Of A Beautiful Day Eric Lawrenz 21.0  beautiful sky, change viewpoint to move closer to the trees on left side, distractions along the left frame, too much beach in the view

49 Spring Blossom Cathy Baerg 21.0  
very pretty image, nicely muted background, pink petal at top of frame needs to be "removed", brown leaf on right side needs to be removed, image is a 
little too soft all over

50 Barn It Joyce Shewchuk 21.2  colours and saturation looks good, composition done well, try to darken the sky (use a polarizer), sky needs a few clouds

51 Sky Points Michele Kralkay 21.5  
great perspective of the monuments, blue sky is off-colour in the corners, pointing to the centre works, some of clouds have a slight green cast, great 
job eliminating any intersections

52 A Crack In The Forest Mary Lou Fletcher 22.5 HM nice scene and overcast lighting, try a slower shutter speed to add some drama, composition and exposure handled well

53 Feeding Time Ron Cooley 22.5 HM good moment capture, leaf vignette eliminates distractions, crop some top and bottom out to get more impact



54 Pelican Trio Dwight Dirk 22.7 HM pelicans are well exposed, repetition with three is nice, crop out the waves in top right side

55 Proud Display Bruce Guenter 22.7 HM
good exposure, increase space on left side, seems over-sharpened in the fur, bright tree stump is distracting, would be nice if elk was further away from 
background

56 Three Trees Gordon Sukut 23.5 HM good study in lines and shapes, pano crop does help the composition, tree placement works, crop a very little off the bottom

57 Bare Trees Robbie J Roy 23.7 HM difficult subject to do well - it was done well, some dust spots should be cleaned up

58 Summer Fun Jane Hiebert 24.0 HM
light patterns add interest, fireworks look a little muddy with the highlights pulled down too much, good motion capture, good subject placement, purple 
leading lines help draw your eyes to the fireworks

59 Come Sit A While Rae McLeod 24.2 HM
comfortable pleasant image, quality of light and natural vignette helps to focus on the bench, get rid of the red wood at the top, highlight on bench is a bit 
too bright, clone out white leaf at bottom edge, tone down bright rust-coloured leaves

60 Dinnertime Kathy Meeres 24.2 HM
good to see some interesting animal behaviour - tells a story, image is a bit noisy, good low vantage point, try and open the shadows on the bird, crop a 
bit tighter

61 A Girl And Her Horse Chandra Archdekin 24.7 HM
beautiful portrait, nice background, try to clone out tree in top right, need to see more space at the bottom and less at the top, great use of depth of field, 
good pose and lighting, is her face sharp enough?

62 An Opportunity To Jump At Rob Arthur 24.8 HM
good rodeo shot, shutter speed is a little slow, good evening light, needs a little more space on top and bottom of image, great timing, not too much 
distractions in the background

63 After The Thaw, 2021 Barry Singer 25.5  really interesting story, put together well, relevant and disturbing take on today's society, make images consistent throughout, hold viewer's attention

64 River Landing Bob Holtsman 25.8 HM
very interesting perspective & subject with the keystone effect, good time of day to shoot with the accent lighting, perhaps needs a touch more feeling of 
nighttime, good job of balancing the interior main floor light with the outdoor ambient light

65 Laundry Day Ken Greenhorn 27.2 PM very well done and entertaining, good interaction between them, add more shadows to hide the composite effect



65 SmartPhone Entries:

66 Hornet House Dave Gudjonson 16.0  hornet placed well in the frame, crop out the top portion [just above the hole], nice colours, needs less contrast to see more into the hole

67
Folks, It's Going To Be A Bumpy 
Ride!

Donna Tiffin 17.8  
really interesting patterns in the sky, do some edge control [bottom right], adjust white balance to back off the blue on the clouds, good cropping format, 
poles do not help the composition

68 Behold, Autumn Richard Kerbes 18.3  
good pose, make sure verticals are vertical, nice warm light on the background, sky needs more interest, interesting take on the silhouette, dust spots 
all over

69 Decomposition Kathy Meeres 18.7  exposure is good, lots of texture and patterns adding interest, top-down point of view was not the best choice, some of the trunk is over exposed

70 Fabulous Fall Cathy Baerg 18.7  trees against the blue sky works well, yellow tree centered does not work well, too much brown grass in front

71 Frozen Reflections Emily Schindel 18.7  
reflections are not the main subject, they need to be sharper, monochrome palette works, angles add some interest, nice that your own reflection is not 
visible, not a lot of impact

72 October Clematis Helen Brown 19.0  
really cool shot, nice and sharp, highlights a little blown out, interesting subject, good crop format, background is too busy and competing with the flower, 
try macro

73 Pouring Fall Maurice Vold 19.0  creative setup but the photo not executed well, eliminate the busy background, try getting closer to capture more detail in the display

74 Take A Break Larry Nagy 19.5  interesting story with the red chair on the path, highlights are distracting, perhaps crop the sky out

75 Waskesiu Sunset Rhea Preete 19.5  nice complimentary colours, balance seems off, horizon not straight, too much sky, open up the shadows to get more colour from the trees

76 Beautiful British Columbia Kat Bastian 19.7  
nice mood in this scene, a busy image - try simplifying it [move closer to the water to remove some of the branches], crop off the top a bit and clone out 
the two branches on the top right side, try to capture more of the colours  on the opposite bank

77 Totem Michele Kralkay 19.7  
good angle of lighting, frame filled well, why the B&W sky - adds a sense of weirdness and does not match the rest of the image, framing is a little too 
tight, nice to see the background desaturated

78 Buffalo Rubbing Stone Doris Santha 20.3  
good sharpness, too tight of a crop to see the rubbing effect to add to the story, good variety of colour of the lichens, weeds in front are distracting, try a 
polarizer in front of the lens to reduce reflections on the rocks

79 Winding Trail In Autumn Rae McLeod 20.7  pleasing image and inviting pathway, eliminate some of the sky, brighter light at end of the path is nice, exposed well, nice curve shape

80 Toronto Never Looked Better Barry Singer 20.8  
nice to have captured the bird in flight, horizon a bit crooked - needs post correction, 2 people not adding to the image - seem disconnected from scene 
and each other, overall nice shot

81 Sunrise In Saskatoon Dwight Dirk 21.0  colours make the shot especially in the reflections off the snow, crop out the plowed bank at the bottom

82 Breathless Mary Lou Fletcher 21.2  
nice scene with interesting sky, why not a horizontal [or square] crop to capture more of the mountains, eliminate some of the clouds and grass, would 
like to see more of the bush on left side

83 European Travel Ken Greenhorn 21.8  
well done image, composition is well handled, window reflections work well and add to the image, tells a story, perhaps crop the left window out - or not, 
good lighting, perhaps cut some of the right window off to match the left one, balance seems off with the placement of the bike

84 Battle Creek In Fall Colours Eric Lawrenz 22.0 HM pleasing image, crop out sun reflection in bottom right corner, haze on right side if troublesome

85 Steampunking Jane Hiebert 22.5 HM
B&W toning done really well, good highlights or perhaps a little too bright, depth of field falls off too fast, dark band on the left side does not help, good 
perspective, pointed peak adds to the overall feel

86 Cascade Ponds Reflection Rob Arthur 23.0 HM
nice mountains and reflections, good amount of land on either side of bridge, eliminate some of the sky [match the reflection], would  be nice to capture 
many versions of lighting and weather at this scene

87 Remnants Of An Age Gone By Cheryl Lalonde 23.0 HM
strong framing and well balanced, post processing effect done well, nice colour tone, grain [noise] helps, dark halo around exhaust pipe, elevator takes 
your focus away from tractor

88 Reflecting On The Golden Hour Cathleen Mewis 23.7 HM
nice overall warm mood, foreground stones add interest, rear bridge placement is done well, nice interesting sky, very good reflection shot, colours are a 
little muddy [tweak with white balance]

89 Cloudburst Gordon Sukut 25.5 PM simple and nice image, remove post in foreground, good job of using a lower perspective to emphasize the sky


